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Blanton Resident denied speech
by Glenn Steinberg

On September 17, a Blanton Hall resident signed away her constitutional right to speak her native tongue, Spanish, in her own room.

Eva Santiago in a dispute with her roommate, Jennifer Drecken signed a roomate contract that stated she would only speak Spanish to her parents.

"When I heard this I was outraged," said Shelly Jackson, director of Blanton Hall.

The incident started when Santiago told Drecken that she did not want her male friends to visit late at night due to the fact that she could not sleep. Santiago started constant bickering between the roomates and resulted in the intervention of Resident Assistant Cythia Wroblewski. They discussed the problems they had with each other to Wroblewski and together they drew up a Roommate Contract.

Santiago said she was hesitant to sign the contract but felt pressured into signing and said Wroblewski said, "The faster you decide, [whether or not to sign the contract] the faster we can leave."

Jackson was surprised that the situation had been included about speaking Spanish and wondered why Santiago agreed to it if she did not have to.

Assistant Manager, Rachel St. Louis, pulled Santiago aside and told her that this clause was wrong, but she signed it anyway, said Jackson.

Jackson would like to make it clear that the rumors spreading around that this in

Please turn to DENY page 5

Bohn fire system on the blink
by Jennifer Prentice

The Bohn Hall fire alarm system has been repeatedly malfunctioning since Sept. 23. The 10-year-old deteriorating fire alarm system was scheduled to be replaced over winter break, but did not make it until then, said Sherri Cantrell, director of Bohn Hall.

"It's safe enough to live here," Cantrell said. There has been no danger to the approximately 547 students living in Bohn and the Residence Life Staff have been enacting emergency fire procedures for the past 10 days.

The E.P. Reid alarm company was brought in on Sept. 28 to begin repairs on the system which were completed Oct. 2. During a fire drill on Oct. 4 it was detected that the alarms were not working in all zones, said Marjore Coleman-Carter, Director of Residence Life.

Please turn to BONH page 5

Masturbator arrested
by Jean Paternoster

A Montclair man has been charged with lewdness after allegedly exposing himself to two female students at the Clove Road apartments last week. Campus Police said.

Michael A. Primamore, 24, of Valley Road, was arrested on a disorderly person's offense after one of the women filed a complaint against him.

The complaintant, a 21-year-old senior psychology major, said that while entering her vehicle at 9:10 p.m. on Sept. 27 the suspect pulled alongside her and asked for directions to Bloomfield Avenue.

While giving directions, she saw him masturbating but ignored his act because, "It's important not to react. By reacting you encourage him," she said.

She then observed the suspect as he drove 100 feet away and repeated the offense to a second woman. Taking down the license plate number, she instructed the second woman to call the police while she pursued him in her vehicle. She lost the suspect by Route 46 and went directly to police.

"I turned him in because I think he needs help," the complaintant said. "This type of offense, they're really cowards."

While Primamore would not comment his mother said that this is the first time this has happened. "Michael is presently under psychiatric care and we'll do whatever it takes to get him well," she said. "The family is doing all we can to help him and support him."

Primamore is scheduled to appear before Little Falls municipal court's Judge John Gavenda on Oct. 28. He faces a possible maximum penalty of six months in jail and up to a $1,000 fine, plus a mandatory $50 violent crimes compensation penalty.

College freezes hiring due to state budget cuts
by Greg MacSweeney

Due to cuts over the past few years in MSC's budget, a hiring freeze has been set in every department except for faculty, said Dr. Thomas Aucch, vice president of finance.

According to Aucch approximately 140 jobs have been frozen so far, and none of them are due to layoffs.

"There are no layoffs," said Aucch, "All of the jobs that have been frozen are due to reorganizations or resignations."

"The main problem is the budget," says Dr. Richard Lynde, vice president of academic affairs. "With a $5-7 million reduction in the budget by fiscal year '94 all departments must reorganize. All the staff is being reduced except for the faculty."

Approximately fifty percent of the jobs that have been frozen will remain frozen permanently. The other half will either be reopened or reorganized when the budget permits.

Although the classrooms will not be affected, campus life may become slightly more difficult due to decreased manpower in both security and police along with possible delays in maintenance productivity due to lack of staff.

Please turn to DENY page 5

Walker sets rushing record
Senior tailback John Walker became MSC's all-time leading rusher with a 151-yard effort in the Red Hawks 27-7 win against Ramapo College on Saturday's 14th Annual Pride Bowl Game.

Walker broke the old mark of 2,942 yards set by Leroy Hill in 1987. He currently has 3,109 yards rushing, with six games left in the season. (See stories pages 22 and 24.)
In News Briefs this week, there is a speech on AIDS in the Student Center in room 417. Refreshments will be served as Professor Ruth Bayard Smith talks about the Arthur Ashe story and the ethics of the situation. It takes place October 19 at 1 p.m.

Personal Growth workshops will be held this month. Some of the workshops are: Adult Children of Alcoholics, Overcoming Stress, and Survivors of Destructive or Abusive families. For more information about these intriguing topics and the whens and wheres, contact the Psychological Services at ext. 5211.

Ron Hollander, our wonderful and enlightening advisor has been honored as CMA Honor Roll Advisor. Congratulations, Ron!!!

It’s open mic on Monday October 12!!! At 7:30 come to the Student Center Annex to perform for all your friends!!! Come out and show your school spirit.

There is a Journalism meeting open to students and faculty on October 19 at 1 p.m. in room 417 in the Student Center. Find out more about the Journalism minor that is offered at MSC and tell them if it is fitting your needs.

INTERNATIONAL

President Bush in comments aimed at Hispanic voters promised in a second term he would increase U.S. pressure on Cuba to abandon Communism. Bush said, “He’s still denying human rights there, he is still putting the arm on our people, and crushing them down, and he can’t go on.”

President Ion Iliescu and his main opponent in last week’s election have been forced into a runoff election. Iliescu only mustered 47% to the 31% for second place. Emil Constantinescu of the Democratic Convention, Iliescu is expected to win a four year term on Sunday, he is a former Communist.

The Red Cross yesterday suspended food air lifts to the town of Belet Huen after gun- man killed a kitchen and threatened aid workers. The looters killed one person and took 440 pounds of rice, beans, and vegetable oil.

Over 25,000 people rallied against the new wave of Nazi attacks in several German cities. Many refugee camps and immigrants have faced usually young rioters who have attacked them for taking German jobs and burdening their economy.

The hole in the ozone layer over Antarctica has returned and it’s bigger and badder than ever according to scientists. It has grown by 15% and it now has a friend to play with. It’s cousin in the Northern Hemisphere which slipped as far South as New England and possibly over our area during March of 92.

NATIONAL

Car jacking was made a federal offense by Congress just before session ended. It now carries a sentence of 5 years to life. The law is in response to the wave of car thefts undertaken in order to ram into police cars in our nation’s cities.

Congress override President Bush’s veto of the Cable Bill. This is the first veto congress has beaten Bush on. The house voted 308-114 and the Senate 74-25 both overturning the needed two-thirds majority to override a veto. The Bill re- imposes government regulation of the cable TV industry.

Ross Perot spent his first weekend as an official candidate for President under wraps working on campaign strategy. According to new polls, Perot lags in a third place slot. Clinton leads with 53%, Bush 36%, and Perot only 9%. Perot spoke on national television on Tuesday night in his first nationwide commercial.

A massive storm spanned across the state this weekend as an official candidate for President under wraps working on campaign strategy. According to new polls, Perot lags in a third place slot. Clinton leads with 53%, Bush 36%, and Perot only 9%. Perot spoke on national television on Tuesday night in his first nationwide commercial.

LOCAL

Paterson police are upset with the most recent flare up of anti-cop sentiment in Patterson. It started to increase with the L.A. riots but has grown in occurrence since the 20% pay increase awarded to Patterson’s “finest” in July. Many of the comments hurled at police accuse them of being abusive and lazy. The police say they are understaffed. One resident of Auburn St. said, “It’s like we have no rights. I think we would respect the police more if they treated us like human beings instead of like dogs.”

A religious leader in Newark is accusing police of covering up and causing the death of a 14 year old. The boy stole a car and was pursued by police. The police claim the boy crashed and died when he failed to make the turn. A reverend said police were ramming his car and forced him into a pole.

Forty two Chapters of the state N.A.A.C.P. vowed unanimously to oppose a bill that would allow municipalities to impose or enforce a 10 p.m. curfew for people under 16. They are also saying they will oppose celebrations of Columbus’ voyage and discovery of our continent. Keith Jones, the organization’s conference president, said the bill has too many negative implications. In a 5-2 ruling the New Jersey Supreme Court canceled an emergency court order that prevented the state from laying off 1,500 workers and reassigning 4000 people. The cuts are related to shrinking budgets.

Mike Cappadona’s name was misspelled in the photo captions.

It is the policy of The Montclarion to correct any errors. If you spot an error please notify us at 893-5169.
SGA approves $26,000 for revamping of WMSC

by Steve Gateward

The SGA unanimously approved Wednesday night the appropriation of $25,967 for WMSC to purchase new broadcasting equipment.

The money will go to purchase an audio arts board which controls how the music is heard over the air and audio arts furniture that holds the board secure. A Panasonic DAT (Digital Audio Tape) player that is capable of recording sound with CD quality. They also plan to get a Genex telephone hybrid which allows the station to talk to callers on the air. Along with the other equipment they plan to buy a Burk transmitter remote, which will allow WMSC to turn on and off their transmitter by remote control.

Additional equipment set to be purchased is a Radix distribution amplifier, and Broadcast electronics FM exciters, which makes broadcasts in stereo, and a Technics turntable.

"This equipment will replace old and broken equipment and move WMSC into the '90s," said Marco Espinoza, station production director.

WMSC has been working since last semester on research to find the best equipment at the lowest prices. The general staff of WMSC praised Stuart Weissman, general manager of the station, for the enormous amount of work he has done. In his research Weissman contacted many top rated college stations to see what equipment they use.

The entire executive staff was on hand when Weissman made his presentation to the SGA, and gave him their full support. "His presentation was highly professional," he thoroughly explained the need for every piece of equipment. There was no need to question his reasons," said SGA legislator Moses Sackowitz. His presentation lasted well over an hour and incorporated the use of an overhead projector.

The station plans to dedicate the new studio equipment to former WMSC DJ Johnathan Eleazar, and hope to have a plaque and a ceremony.

Computer components stolen

by Sean Carrol

On Friday, September 25, approximately $1,000 worth of computer components belonging to the Classics Department were stolen from Room 402 in Partridge Hall, said Dr. Timothy Renner, head of the department.

According to Renner, a monitor, CD-ROM reader, a keyboard and the CD-ROM disk containing Classical Greek literature were stolen. He feels the base of the computer was left behind only because it was attached to the cable by a security cable. The complete system, with the base, is worth $4,000. Renner said the system is expensive because so few of them are manufactured. There are only two other machines in New Jersey, at Princeton and Rutgers, and only about 300 machines worldwide.

The computer, which is manufactured by the Ibycus Corporation is not compatible with the IBM or the Macintosh system. It is designed to search Classical Greek literature for specific information and topics. Renner said since the computer is only built for this purpose it would be rather useless for the average individual.

Renner discovered the breakin and believes that somebody stumbled upon the open room and grabbed the computer. There were IBM machines in the room as well, but they were not touched. Renner explained that the room is not normally left open but there are many faculty members who use the system the door was probably left unlocked accidently. Most of the faculty have keys to this room.

Renner is offering an unspecified reward to any person(s) who return the parts, no questions asked. He can be contacted at home, his phone number is 783-6084.

Buses at Clove intersection being removed

by Laurie-Eilane Matrician

The buses along the Clove Road intersection, which many students believe obstructed drivers' views and may have been the cause of numerous accidents, are in the process of being removed.

Joe McGinty, head of maintenance said, they have been planning to remove these buses for a long time. The buses are staky and out of shape, he said.

"We plan to remove all the buses and do something different with the area," said McGinty. He explained the difficulty with doing something new at the intersection because of the close proximity to the road and with winter approaching, the possibility of snow is likely.

Maintenance is consulting with Cedar Grove Nursery to determine the best landscape.

"We want to remove them and just do something different. We're going to give the area a whole new look," said McGinty.

One student, Kim Guidagnini, who was involved in a car accident at this intersection, said she was happy to see that they were finally removing the buses. "I was glad to see of the buses removed. Luckily, I don't think there were any other accidents, and hopefully there won't be any more," said Guidagnini.

McGinty could not estimate the date of completion of this landscaping project, but said it is being worked on now.

Hazing problems throughout New Jersey campuses

by Mike Cappadona

Hazing among campus organizations is a problem that plagues colleges and universities throughout New Jersey. Several institutions have taken action against organizations that were found guilty of violating campus policies as well as local laws.

Trenton State College had an incident last year where a national fraternity was charged with having an illegal little sisters group, said Marguerite Bavetta, director of student affairs. The females group was not a Greek fraternity, the female group was not a Greek organization, but did have a pledge class and paid membership dues. The sister group was accused of haz ing its members by making them wear inappropriate clothing.

The sister group was banned from the campus for three years, said Stubbis. "Because the groups are illegal, the fraternity faces suspension and loss of recognition for three years, or until all current members graduated. The fraternity may possibly return in the fall '94. "We absolutely will not tolerate this behavior," said Loser, "because it hurts the whole system, not just the individual. We are very serious about Greek, and these incidents have nothing to do with what a fraternity or sorority stands for."
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BOHN, from page 1
determine whether to fix the present system or to begin installing the new system instead of waiting until winter break.

Doug Cooper, assistant director of facilities said a decision was made to begin an emergency bidding process to have the system installed in the fall. Bills were expected to be in by the end of May and the contract may be awarded by the end of the week. Work could begin early next week, Cooper said.

Dr. Domenica Desiderioscotti, president of the college and the alarm system was allowed to deteriorate because there were other bills that had to be taken care of first. The system was still working so there was no need to fix it since it was scheduled to be replaced.

The system did meet all criteria of state fire codes and was acceptable by MSC Fire Marshal Dominick DiSimone. The system is not compliant with state fire codes or the criteria of state fire codes and safety of students is paramount importance,” said Desiderioscotti. She continued by saying if students feel they are not being taken care of they can speak with her and she will address the problem.

After the initial system failure, new plans were made and emergency guidelines were given to all students and loud speakers and air horns were given to Residence Life staff members.

Students were written evacuation and emergency procedures from Carter’s office which state:

-Evacuation procedures will be distributed to students and staff at all residence halls.
-Air horns and fire extinguishers will be distributed to student staff and an extinguisher usage class will be given to all students.
-
-creation, distribution, and installation of signs declar- ing the status of this system and advising residents to call front desk and police if a fire is de- tected.
-Extra exit signs and bat- teries operated smoke detectors will be temporarily installed in common areas.

Assault
9/5/92: A student reported that a female patient who assaulted him in Blanton Hall Cafeteria.

9/5/92: A student reported his wallet was taken when the female patient who assaulted him in Blanton Hall.

9/6/92: A student states that he was assaulted in Blanton Hall Cafe-
teria by a female. While the female patient was attacking him, he noticed his locker opened and said it was taken out of his right front pocket. When going to his locker room he observed a student leaving the locker room on a few occasions when things have been stolen. He may be a suspect.

9/30/92: An employee of the shuttle bus system reported that his pocketbook was taken from beside her in the bus.

10/1/92: A Blanton Hall resident claims he left his wallet on his bathroom sink for a moment while he went to the room next door to discuss evening plans with his friend. When he came back his wallet was gone. He figured that he didn’t have to lock his door because he would be right back.

10/2/92: A student put her pocketbook beside her chair in the cafeteria. When she opened her purse to get her wallet, it was missing.

10/2/92: A Music Build ing employee reported a VCR missing from a classroom. A professor was the last person to see the VCR. It was attached to the wall by a wire cable and a plate which was ripped from the VCR.

Lost Property
9/27/92: A student left her coat on a chair in the Student Center and when she returned it was gone.

9/5/92: A student stated his wallet fell out of his bookbag in class.

Theft
Criminal Mischief
9/12/92: A student’s vehicle was broken into in Lot 14. A rock was thrown and the door lock and woodside panel were damaged in Lot 14.

9/29/92: A student states his wallet was taken when the female patient who assaulted him in Blanton Hall.

9/5/92: A professor and student were walking in Blanton Hall.

9/1/92: Dispatch received two calls from Fine Arts about a broken window in 117. Officers discovered a section of glass wall had been broken by someone throwing a rock. Arrangements were made to board up the glass.

9/5/92: A student reported his driver’s side front door window was smashed, and speaker and an OG mask were taken from the vehicle.

9/6/92: A student reported the front door driver’s side window broken and a pull-out radio missing from his vehicle.

Stolen Motor Vehicle
10/5/92: A male student parked his vehicle in Lot 14 during a football game and upon returning his car was gone. When he got home he received a call from Essex County Police stating that they located his vehicle in Newark and that the vehicle had been overturned and was totaled.

Theft
9/27/92: A student reported that a football player he knew noticed his locker opened and $1,267.00 was taken out of his right front pocket.

9/5/92: A student states that his watch was taken when the female patient who assaulted him in Blanton Hall.

9/4/92: A student’s vehicle was found with the alarm on and the passenger side window smashed. The owner has not been located.

9/27/92: A student parked her car in Lot 29 and returned to find two deep scratches on the passenger side front of car.

Security
10/3/92: After attending a football game on this date, a student walked into a single strand of barbed wire which was erected between two poles. No markings were on the wire. It caught him directly across the face at eye level, knocking him off balance. His glasses saved his eyes, even though the wire went right under the right eye. He was taken to Mountainside Hospital.

Harassment
10/5/92: A female student feels that she has been harassed by a Blanton Hall Cafeteria employee. He began by giving her compliments and asking her favorite ice cream flavor. She felt he followed her one day at the Student Center where she was sitting on the grass with a friend. She found him behind her, listening to their conversation.

Disorderly Conduct
10/5/92: All Officers dispatched to the Student Center because of a fight in progress. Upon their arrival the scene had cleared and the injured males behind. The males were bleeding from the head, face, arms and legs area and refused medical attention. An N.K. (lockblade) was found on the scene. The knife was tagged, bagged and stored in Locker #1, Montclair State Police Department. Several witness stated they saw a gun.
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Best Dance Party Around with DJ Stevie Z
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Business education and legal department merge
by Mike Cappadona

A proposal to join existing programs of the Department of Business Education and Office Systems Administration (BEOSA) and the Department of Legal Studies was passed last Monday. Dr. Steven Cyrus, Chairman of BEOSA. According to Cyrus, the college has a Paralegal minor consisting of 24 credits. The Legal Department felt that to enhance preparation for employment, additional courses in Office Systems Administration (OSA) would help graduates find better jobs.

OSA majors in business can also add 24 credits of free electives in Paralegal studies. Thus, the student can have a major in OSA and a minor in Paralegal studies. The student would be issued a certificate from both departments.

"There has been a tremendous response by the students about joining the programs," said Cyrus. If interested, students should contact Dr. Cyrus or Dr. Marilyn Taylor of the Legal Studies department.

Oh look, a parking space! Not!
by Nicole Florlt

After twenty minutes of searching for a parking space and maneuvering through the illegally parked cars, it is time for a fifteen minute hike to class. The climb begins after stripping on a twenty-pound bookbag and saying goodbye to your car for what could be the last time.

The complaints can be heard all over campus as freezing students stumble to their classes. Parking is horrible. There aren't enough spaces. The lots are too far away from the buildings. Traffic is blocked by illegal parkers. It takes forever to get out of the campus garage. Designated spots were a suggestion from another freshman.

These are all good suggestions but would cause some kind of problem. The parking garage would cost a lot of money to build. Therefore, it would cause tuition and parking fees to rise. Along with more money would be more construction. Where the garage would be located is also a problem. If it were to be where the parking lots are now, they would be keeping track of who is supposed to park in each spot. This problem would pose the need for more security guards. As a result, the tuition would again be raised.

There does not seem to be a practical solution to the parking problem without spending money, raising tuition and other fees.

Women's center offers various programs for MSC students
by Rita Guerra

Blending the new with the traditional, the Women's Center at MSC has a wide variety of programs on its 1992-93 calendar. Under director Dr. Joan C. Ficke, new programs will have a special focus on women's health issues.

However, the traditionally scheduled "Wednesday at Noon" programs will continue. The first Wednesday program, October 14, will honor the Center's past directors. The guest of honor will be Dr. Constance Waller, who opened the Center's doors in 1972.

Since that first year, 20 years ago, the Women's Center has provided a place to enlarge awareness about the status of women both on campus and in the larger society. Its programs, referral services, lending library, career pamphlets and other material have made it a vital part of campus life.

For example, the topic on noon on October 21 is "Women and Alcohol." On October 28 "Sexual Harassment - The Things We Do To One Another" will be the topic. In November, participants will be able to have individual health risk appraisals, and to hear a presentation on job health and safety.

In addition, a special half-day program on "Women and Heart Disease: A New Awareness," co-sponsored by the Eastern Heart Institute of the General Hospital Center at Passaic, has been scheduled for February 3. Additional special programs will be announced as plans and dates are confirmed.

The Center is open to all students at Montclair, including undergraduates and graduates, students, faculty and staff. It is located in Rooms 420-21-22 of the Student Center, and is open Monday through Thursday from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. This year's staff, under Dr. Ficke's direction, includes Student Assistant Valerie Sprott.

The women's center '92 calendar

Wednesday at Noon Programs

Oct. 14- Come Meet Us
The staff of the Women's Center, the Women's Studies Faculty, and our special guests: Dr. Constance Waller, our first Director, and her successors. Light refreshments will be served in the Student Center, Rooms 420-22 and 417 from noon to 1 p.m.

Oct. 21- Women and Alcohol
Presented as part of Alcohol Awareness Week by Dr. Joan Ficke, Director, and Margie Colberley of Residence Life. Student Center Room 417 from noon to 1 p.m.

Oct. 28- Sexual Harassment - The Things We Do To One Another
Presented by Prof. Huey Alcario, Dept. of Home Economics; Ms. Jill Greenbaum, Director of the Bergen County Rape Crisis Center; and Dr. Susan Herman, Director of Psychological Services, MSC. Please note: This program will run from 11 a.m. to 1 p.m., Student Center Room 417.

Nov. 4- Individual Health Risk Appraisals
Conducted by Dr. Joan Ficke and Ms. Karen Isleib, R.N., Coordinator of Cardiac Patient Education, The General Hospital Center at Passaic. Student Center Room 422 from noon to 1 p.m.

Nov. 11- Individual Health Risk Appraisals- continued
Nov. 18- Worker Friendly Jobs: Health and Safety Issues
Conducted by Ms. Rita Guerra, former OSHA consultant, currently Graduate Assistant for the Women's Center; and Dr. Joan Ficke. Please note: Kops Lounge, Russ Hall from noon to 1 p.m.

Dec. 2- Holiday Stress
Speaker to be announced.
Student Center Room 417 from noon to 1 p.m.

Dec. 9- Seasonal Affective Disorders and Winter Blues
Conducted by Dr. Robert Goggins, Psychological Services, MSC. Please note: Kops Lounge, Russ Hall from noon to 1 p.m.
Phil Beta Sigma donates money to Red Cross

by Steve Gateward

Phi Beta Sigma Fraternity Inc. Kappa Epsilon chapter, in their continuous service to the community has recently donated $300.00 to the Red Cross to help the hurricane Andrew relief effort. The reason why the fraternity wants to donate the money to the Red Cross' Disaster Relief Fund and not just to victims of Hurricane Andrew, is that when we spoke to Ms. Walcott she said, "The relief fund was depleted even before this unfortunate disaster."

The Chapter also help Shiloh Baptist Church with its Feed the Homeless program. The project is done on every Saturday and Sunday at Penn Station in Newark where the Chapter and members of the church hand out lunches. Kappa Epsilon plans on getting other campus organizations to help with their efforts with the Red Cross and Shiloh Baptist Church.

"These are causes that the entire campus community should try and be involved with because we never know when we (as a group or individuals) may need help," said James Stradford, member of Kappa Epsilon.

Members of Phil Beta Sigma making a donation to Gloria Walcott of Red Cross.

Retail Management Opportunities

James Baldwin. Theodore Dreiser. Oscar Wilde. Virginia Woolf. Barnes & Noble. All great names in literature. All leaders with the ambition, vision and creativity to succeed.

Now you can have the chance to make your name. With over 1,000 stores nationwide, Barnes & Noble, one of the most exciting retailers is pushing ahead with tremendous excitement and even greater opportunities. We're looking for professionals who are as literate as they are likeable to lead us into the future.

When you join Barnes & Noble Inc., you'll be part of one great success story that includes such great names as:

- Barnes & Noble
- Bookstar
- B. Dalton Bookseller
- Scribner's Bookstore
- Doubleday Book Shops
- Software Etc.
- Doubleday Book Shops
- Software Etc.

Right now, we have many opportunities for hard working, customer-oriented entrepreneurial individuals with a real desire to achieve.

In exchange for your time and talents, Barnes & Noble Inc. offers dynamic growth potential, management training, competitive starting salaries, medical/dental insurance, tuition reimbursement and a 401k savings plan.

We will be on campus for interviews Thursday, November 5th

If you have what it takes to work with the best, please contact the Career Services Office by Thursday, October 15th.

Barnes&Noble
Booksellers Since 1873

We are an equal opportunity employer M/F.
Lesser Known Companies Provide Career Opportunities

Montclair State: a college or a prison?

by Robert Allen

As I weave in and out between giant tractor trailers in my tiny Toyota traveling west on Route 46 she begins to reveal herself to me on the edge of Garrett Mountain. Rising above the trees like an inviting hotel, I begin to spy on the Orange County prison yard. I am now beginning another day, among the many other days in this four-year odyssey, that will surely leave me a changed man.

MSC is the quintessential New Jersey institution. Everything about it is New Jersey. From the big tension electrical wires, that drape across the sky above the college, to nightmarish traffic conditions, MSC embodies everything that is wrong in New Jersey. MSC is a microcosm of the entire state of New Jersey. We have it all here. We've got rural tracks, never ending expansion and construction, congestion like no other part of the country, not stop noise, muggings, shootings, rape, poverty, illegal dumping, and last but not least girls who wear their hair in Jersey high hair, teased straight up with enough hairspray to make the least girls who wear their hair in it look like they had just been released from a few minutes ago.

That "Jersey high hair," teased straight up with enough hairspray to make the least girls who wear their hair in it look like they had just been released from a prison. It is useless to go through all the cliches about the cafeteria food here at MSC. The quality of the food is at least that of some of the finer prisons in this state while the staff are as cold and unlikable as some of the best restaurants in the country. The food alone is what makes me think about being in jail, one just has to take a look at the cafeteria help to get that prison feeling. They look like some of the warden's favorite inmates who through their conniving and back stabbing, have been able to avoid hard labor with a "cushy" job in the kitchen.

It is useless to go through all the cliches about the cafeteria food here at MSC. The quality of the food is at least that of some of the finer prisons in this state while the staff are as cold and unlikable as some of the best restaurants in the country. The food alone is what makes me think about being in jail, one just has to take a look at the cafeteria help to get that prison feeling. They look like some of the warden's favorite inmates who through their conniving and back stabbing, have been able to avoid hard labor with a "cushy" job in the kitchen. Another aspect that makes MSC so Jerseyish, is the fact that it has been built on an abandoned rock quarry. You can almost hear the original MSC students discussing their picks and hammers making little rocks out of big rocks. Screeching brakes, smashing and scrambling about, breaking through some imaginary wall. Curse words become adjectives and verbs. "Where's my @#%**@#@^*%^hanner.

At least when one is sentenced to prison he or she can rationalize the experience by pretending their plight as punishment, whether just or unjust, for a particular crime. Being subjected to these prison like conditions becomes even more difficult to comprehend when one reminds oneself that they pay for this treatment. Like prison this institution is heavily funded by the state. Unfortunately, prisons receive enough funding so that the prisoner's every need is taken care of. They eat free, have their own rooms, recreational time and access to all educational opportunities. A college degree can be achieved for the mere price of one freedom. Granted, I can come and go from MSC as I please but at least in prison if you stay out of trouble, you can hopefully come out with a clean slate. If I survive prison, I can come and go from MSC as I please but at least in prison if you stay out of trouble, you can hopefully come out with a clean slate. If I survive prison, I can come and go from MSC as I please but at least in prison if you stay out of trouble, you can hopefully come out with a clean slate. If I survive prison, I can come and go from MSC as I please but at least in prison if you stay out of trouble, you can hopefully come out with a clean slate.

Woody Allen has been quoted as saying: "I think it is a little bit of a let down. I think it would be more fascinating that I receive a fifty dollar bill, a clean suit and a letter of recommendation from the warden,
If you are looking for an opportunity to apply your education in a corporate environment, this could be your chance to get a line on your future...and become a part of the Atlantic Mutual team.

As part of our internal management consulting department, you will be involved with:

- analyzing work flow
- preparing reports
- statistical analyses using Lotus and DBase

Qualified students must be able to meet the following criteria:

- be able to work 20-36 hours per week, Monday - Friday
- be at least a Junior
- currently seeking business or engineering
- possess excellent communication skills
- have a working knowledge of word processing

We offer an excellent salary and benefits program, including medical and dental, and an onsite health and fitness center.

To apply, please call Lori Coston, Employment Supervisor at (201) 608-6061 or send your resume to Atlantic Mutual, Human Resources Dept., Three Gerald Farms, Madison, NJ 07940.

Atlantic Mutual
What insurance is supposed to be.

Permanent Part-time Package Handlers

Our tuition reimbursement package is one of the most important packages UPS delivers. By working 5-5 hours a day, 5 days a week, you can be eligible for educational loans of up to $25,000 per year and tuition reimbursement of up to $2,000 a semester. In addition to the financial benefits, you will earn $8 an hour, get paid holidays and vacations, receive company benefits and be eligible for promotions.

UPS also knows that free-time is important. As a part-time package handler, you'll get weekends off! That's plenty of time to study or recharge.

No wonder we say UPS delivers more than a great job...UPS Delivers Education.

To learn more about this great opportunity, please visit the Student Center on Wednesday, October 14th & Wednesday, October 21st, from 11am - 3pm, or Thursday, October 22nd from 4pm - 8pm, or Wednesday, October 28th from 11am - 3pm. Or apply in person during our regular interview hours:

UPS Parsippany
799 Jefferson Road
Mon & Fri, 11am - 2pm

UPS Secaucus
403 County Avenue
Mon - Fri, 9am - 11am
Mon - Thurs., 4pm - 6pm
(201) 902-0635

Equal Opportunity Employer
WHITE WATER RAFTING
on the Delaware
TRANSPORTATION PROVIDED

Date: Sunday, October 18
Time: 9 a.m. - 7 p.m.
Fee: $27.00 ($12.00 if you’re lucky enough to own a wetsuit and booties. Gloves and booties are optional)

A Conservation Club Event
A Class One Organization of the SGA
*Limited availability, drop by Student Center Annex rm.112, or call 893-5102 and leave a message

He’s the biggest thing to hit Japan since Godzilla.

COMING SOON TO A THEATRE NEAR YOU

MONTCLAIR STATE
PARTY HEADQUARTERS
AT ROMANY LIQUORS

• BEER BALLS
• QUARTER KEGS • HALF KEGS
FREE DELIVERY
(Except on Kegs)
Call Early for Kegs!

Coors, Coors Light and Coors Extra Gold
BEER BARREL BLOWOUT!!
1/2 Keg......$42.99

5% off on all cash & carry purchases
with your Montclair State I.D.
(excluding tobacco products, sale items, nj sales tax and in store promos—must show Montclair State I.D. and proof of age.)

ROVANY LIQUOR SHOP
227 Glenridge Aven. • MONTCLAIR
(Corner of Glenridge Avenue & Bloomfield Avenue)
744-5454  (CALL FOR FREE DELIVERY)
Letters Policy

The Montclarion encourages the campus community to write-in and express their views on relevant topics. Simply drop your letter off at our office, or mail to:

The Montclarion
C/o Editorial Page Editor
MSC Student Center Annex
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Letters Must include your Name, Major and Telephone Number (for confirmation purposes only) if they are to be considered for publication.

The deadline for letters is the Monday before publication. Letters may be edited for taste and/or brevity.

The author of the letter, not The Montclarion, are responsible for the opinions expressed therein.

Subscription & Advertising Information

Subscriptions to The Montclarion are available to Alumni, families of students, faculty or any interested in receiving one. A minimum suggested donation of $12.00 per semester is requested to help defray production and shipping costs of The Montclarion.

The local display advertising rates for the 1992-1993 academic year are as follows:

- 1/8 page - $60.00
- 1/4 page - $120.00
- Full page - $380.00

Call Advertising Manager Connie Cole for a full listing of discount packages.

Mail any subscription requests or advertising insertions to:

The Montclarion’s Business Office
MSC Student Center Annex
Montclair State College
Upper Montclair, NJ 07043

Speak American damnit!

No habla Espanol. Not if an over-anxious Resident Assistant should deem it necessary to settle your roommate woes in Blanton Hall that is.

Just ask Eva Santiago. She had her constitutional right to speak in her native tongue contractually revoked on September 17. Incredibly, Resident Assistant Cynthia Wroblewski had the audacity to include such a Pat Buchanan Republican Convention Address-esque contract in the first place?

If the clause was wrong, why was it allowed to remain in the contract? Why were no disciplinary actions taken against the RA who so brazenly attempted to include it in the contract in the first place?

Connie Ford, Assistant Director of Residence Life, said it was a “shame that she [Santiago] signed it [the contract].” Residence Life, while simultaneously proclaiming outrage and shrugging their shoulders, seems to be misplacing the “shame.” Regardless of her signature, Santiago has been mistreated by Residence Life. If a signature scribbled, allegedly under duress, on the bottom line of a contract is enough to determine Santiago’s blame, perhaps, our gracious president might consider giving up his presidential perk.

On second thought...

We at The Montclarion feel it is necessary to include a footnote to last week’s editorial that sympathized with our beloved president Irvin Reid. We had originally defended our president’s habit of cheerfully zipping about, while flipping through important, presidential-quality memos, in a vehicle dutifully driven by an MSC law enforcement official.

After reviewing the situation carefully, observing the weekly Campus Police Report swell to the point at which it threatens to flow over into the Campus Life section (page 5), noting the fact that the current budget crunch will decrease the manpower of the already anemic MSC police and security squad (page 1), considering the theft of computer equipment from Partridge Hall (page 3) and factoring in the sad state of the campus’ facilities; with Bob N Hall’s on-again/off-again fire alarm system and Tuesday’s aqua (we don’t live in Blanton Hall) shutdown, however, we have reached the conclusion that, perhaps, our gracious president might consider giving up his presidential perk.

As this transition towards self-sufficient transportation is not one that will be painlessly accomplished, we ask the student body to support our president in any way they can. Whether it be sending Parkway tokens or bus schedules to College Hall, or simply flashing the old thumbs-up sign to our prez, we should remember that we’re all in this together.

"It’s important not to react. By reacting, you encourage him."
-An unnamed victim of masturbator, pg. 1

Quote of the Week
Men are clueless when it comes to women's problems

BY TRISH BARKER

Uh-oh, here it comes. I swore I wouldn’t bring up a controversial issue that’s been beaten to death in debate that many pro-lifers, particularly the male ones, don’t seem to understand. This, of course, is the issue of women’s health. Most people agree that you have to be a total creep that delivering a child is a simple, painless process, but there’s much more to it than that.

I read a letter to the editor in my local newspaper, from a man who insisted that all men knew what it was like to be pregnant. His reasoning was that men gain weight, have cramps, bloating, nausea and depression just like women do. Hence, this means men know what it’s like to be pregnant, right? Ha! Not by a long shot! If men have the erroneous impression that weight gain and physical discomfort are the only things pregnant women experience, they should think again. Yes, even in our wonderful age of modern medicine, women still die from pregnancy complications. Of the majority who survive, many have problems that will stay with them forever, such as diabetes and thyroid problems.

In addition to all this, there are many other women’s problems that can develop during a pregnancy. Here are a few of them: preeclampsia (inflammation of the veins, which can lead to blood clots), toxemia (the presence of toxic, potentially fatal substances in the blood), high blood pressure and hemorrhaging that is not, to mention postnatal depression, which has affected a few people.

Yes, when a woman carries a pregnancy to full-term, she can be taking a serious health risk, and is also wholly responsible for the health of the child. What man can say that he’s experienced this?

And of course, if there’s anything wrong with the baby, guess who didn’t ‘nourish’ herself properly? Yes, when a woman carries a pregnancy to full-term, she can be taking a serious health risk, because she is wholly responsible for the health of the child.

Women who survive, many have problems that will stay with them forever, such as diabetes and thyroid problems.

To be bombed

Yes, when a woman carries a pregnancy to full-term, she can be taking a serious health risk, and is also wholly responsible for the health of the child. What man can say that he’s experienced this?

And of course, if there’s anything wrong with the baby, guess who didn’t ‘nourish’ herself properly? Yes, when a woman carries a

...
As I calmly sit here drinking my deliciously cold glass of frozen mai tai while watching The Flintstones, I am acutely aware of racism politely being fed to me. There are no minorities being displayed here (unless you consider Caucasian cave dwellers minorities), just a typical White Stone Age family. Name one cartoon with any minority that has been aired in the last ten years. Alright, Fat Albert. Such a pleasant cartoon, with illiterate blacks moping around a stump, their only drive in life being “The Brown Homer” cartoon. It’s embarrassing to think that Blacks as well as Whites thought that cartoon was appropri-ate for children. Any Spanish carto-ons? Asian? I can’t think of any.

So many times have I heard my friends negatively remark about the “nicking pot” becoming too contaminated with different cul-tures. Nonseence! Ignorant, red-necked tapsoons! Why don’t you pull your empty heads out of the sand and take notice! The beauty of this country is the variety, the culture and the religion you can delve in. Yet openly closed-minded people are easy to deal with. If they squeal out stupid state-ments like the one above, you can pound them back into their petty, worthless lives with a whip lash remark back. Additionally, it’s the concealed, ignorant, unintelligent fools that think they are liberals, that also can cause damage.

My favorite fool is Al Sharpton. He is the most racist man I have ever heard speak. Or those muscle-bound, stud-claded sheep who yell through a microphone as you exit Port Authority, “The White man is the devil,” while holding pictures of a White baby Jesus with in-criminating remarks written all over him. Oh yeah, you’re intelli-gent. And those leather pant suits-such a fashion statement.

But what really got me irritated this week was the Administration’s opinion of the cartoon de-picting Presi-dent Reid. Some people stopped by the office of The Montclarion to tell us that the cartoon was racist about it. A few though, still were not satisfied. They felt the word “Lezam” was racist. Sorry to say this, but aren’t you being racist? Aren’t you saying that Blacks would be heard saying such a ‘slang’ word? And to their sur prise, the cartoonist was Black. Not really believing a “real” Black could draw such a picture, they inquired, pointing to their cheek, “Oh, but is he visibly Black?” Visibly Black?!! Come on, you White suburban prejudice sheep, who’s being racist? Are you sum ming up what it means to be an African-American on the basis of just their skin? Step out of the ring, all you ignor-ant sheep, sheep! The next generation is moving in. Whether you like it or not, you are coming off racist, not us. The newspaper sup ports all ethnic backgrounds, do you?

In my opinion, you think you’re liberal, but are not. You think you’re not prejudiced, but you are. If you now hold a position of power, then shouldn’t you make sure of your own capabilities of maintaining unbiased opinions be-fore you ridicule such a frivolous item as a cartoon? The cartoon was meant not in racial connotations, but rather as a statement of dis agreement with our President Reid’s use of a chauffeur. Before you scream “racist”, take a good look in the mirror. You could find the big-gest racist after all.

Letter

Elvis gives birth to two-headed, lesbian baby...

As proud and successful graduates of MSC and avid readers of The Montclairian and Alumni News, we are shocked and appalled that you have reduced our school newspaper to the low level of a supermarket tabloid.

You chose to feature a lead article on Thursday, October 1, 1992, regarding the national and local fraternity, KTE, based solely on photographs and possible misinformation, not from a reputable authority or professional source. It seems from an anonymous individual whose intent may be evaluated as nothing more than questionable and perhaps even malicious to the point of defamacious slander in order to discredit this organization. In the private sector, this would definitely be grounds for legal action! Can this be considered reliable and responsible journalism or Hard Copy sensationalism?

According to your sources, the alleged accusations of hazing occurred over a year and a half ago at a private retreat. Since policies, guidelines, and the members of the executive board have been altered since then, how can this issue possibly be considered newsworthy or currently relevant at all?

You very clearly defined hazing in all of its aspects, yet had theaudacious and insensitive tactlessness to publicize pictures that are a true indictment of your newspaper. By doing so, you, the staff of The Montclarion, are guilty of degradation, humiliation, embarrassment and harrassment, better known by you as hazing.

In the words of a more renowned and reputable publication, “Let he, who is without sin among you, cast the first stone.”

Vincent and Jo Franco
MSC Alumni
**Arts & Entertainment**

**Innovative, interactive and entertaining**

by Sandra Cammillieri

The Friday Afternoon Performance Hours of Montclair State's Theater Studio opened its '92-'93 season with an innovative performance titled "Thank You. Next!"

Conceived by theater students, Frank DiCocco and Jodi Schultz, "Thank You. Next!" placed the audition experience in front of a live audience who cast the performers in the character roles for a hypothetical production of "The Glass Menagerie." In an interview, director Jodi Schultz discussed the purpose of "Thank You. Next!": "The reason we did this was so that people could get a sense of the actor's audition." Director Frank DiCocco further added: "It was structured as a "Chorus Line," but presented in a softer light."

The cast featured Matthew Horohoe, John Henry Rew III, Stephanie Koempel, Florence Lapicca, Denise-Michelle Goff, Nancy Pawelek, and Joshua Garensberg. Each of these cast members presented brief monologues and acted out scenes from "The Glass Menagerie." Audience members then voted on which performers were best suited for the roles of Amanda Wingfield (mother), Laura Wingfield (daughter), Tom Wingfield (son and play's narrator), and Jim O'Connor (gentleman caller). During the interim when ballots were tabulated, the cast rendered improvisational sketches based on the audience's suggestions of acting as superheroes' children.

Conceptually, the idea of a performance such as "Thank You. Next!" was very good. However, more creative staging was needed. The performance lacked exposition structure. A dramatic opening and a climactic ending were two overlapped elements in this show. Also, the inclusion of improvisations, though comical, had a "non sequitur" effect. Perhaps, the improvisations should have been structured with the cast assuming character portrayals from "The Glass Menagerie" in an off-setting set or a comical situation.

Despite these incongruities, "Thank You. Next!" contained some excellent acting. Particularly notable were Florence Lapicca, Matthew Horohoe, and John Henry Rew III.

I, the Prophet, will be your guide as we leave the boundaries of Earth and soar into tomorrow.

"Let's have Mike Myers try and carry Wayne's World II by himself and have Mr. Carvey do Church Lady: The Motion Picture and we'll see who does better.

Carvey do Church Lady: The Motion Picture and we'll see who does better. My money would be on the man who's characters don't depend on somebody else's. Great!"

"This week, a new remake of the classic story, Of Mice And Men, opened in selected theaters around the country. This latest rendition of the story stars Gary Sinise as George and John Malkovich as Lenny. Wait a minute. That can't be right, can it? John Malkovich as a large, mentally disabled man. Malkovich? I know where the budget of this film went. To really big elevator shoes and body padding! I can't buy this one, folks."

"Well, I like The Ren And Stimpy Show like most people. But it's been two months since the preview of the new season on the show and we have only gotten 4 new cartoons! Why? In addition, a source told me that the creator of the brave new era of cartoons, John Kunkelsfalsi, who also happens to be the voice of Ren, was canned for not having some in one time! So if the rumor is true, you have the genuine nickelodeon and the voice of one of the two main characters. I wonder how long we'll wait now. The lesson: Never sell your show to anybody, even the seemingly friendly Nickelodeon."

"Just a note on this Sinead O'Connor thing:

Dear Sinead,

I was never to impressed with your "singing talent." In fact, I'm sure there are a lot more jobs out there to which you are better suited, in both the entertainment and food service industries perhaps. Also, I don't think the shaved look is anything more than a gimmick on your part to push the lack-luster music you do.

But I guess that wasn't enough boost for your albums. So you choose to direct your anger towards Catholic Church and attack probably the most peaceful man on the planet, Pope John Paul II. I understand that people have disagreements with some church doctrine in one way or another. But please, the man has probably never stepped on an ant. If you want to rip up someones picture, how about David Duke, Sattam or somebody that has actually hurt somebody. Tell the world to fight them.

Don't get me wrong, I don't believe in restriction of one's personal beliefs, but the man is nice, kind and generally respected. Please lay off the old man, huh.

Love,

Prophet Bigg"

P.S. I hope someday soon the Pope goes on national T.V. and rips a picture of you up. We'll see how you like that gimmick to boost his career!
College Life Union Board is proud to present:

"BREATHTAKING!®
TWO ENTHUSIASTIC THUMBS UP.®
This is Disney’s crowning achievement and probably the greatest animated film of all time.®

★★★★
On a scale of 1 to 10, it’s an 11!®"

1 - Joel Siegel, GOOD MORNING AMERICA
2 - SISKEL & EBERT
3 - Jim Svejda, CBS RADIO NETWORK
4 - Mike Clark, USA TODAY
5 - Gary Frankel, ABC-TV, LOS ANGELES

WALT DISNEY PICTURES presents

Beauty and the Beast
The most beautiful love story ever told.

Thursday, October 15th, 1992
2 SHOWINGS!!
7:00pm and 9:00pm in the Student Center Ballrooms
FREE ADMISSION!!

C.L.U.B is a Class One Organization of the S.G.A.
At the avid Trek fan and always on the hunt for new stuff for my column, I went to see the show about the upcoming Star Trek: Deep Space Nine. It was nice. I got to see what the new cast looks like, but no new information, except one thing. On Star Trek: The Next Generation last season, there was a Trek star where a guy was the host body for a "leech" type being. It was a symbiotic relationship which made things complicated for Dr. Crusher, who had a fling for the guy. The guy was dying, and a new host body was sent—only it was a girl. Crusher fixed him/her up, and everything was cool, except no more love interest. Anyway, this new ST-DSS character is the same idea, with a complicated love interest. It’ll take too long to explain—you’ll just have to trust me until the new series debuts in early 1993.

I sat in two Trek conventions this week, and it most likely will not put the real die-hard Trekkie that I am a trekkie.

Anyhow, I figured I’d go and check this thing out, come over and check this thing out, come go and check this thing out, come go to a better convention. Maybe I went to the show about the up-next season, there was an episode called “Hate to Feel” (from the ‘70s. It was so damn hokey, the audience couldn’t help but to laugh. After that, James Doohan (pronounced DOO-an, not DOO-han), better known as Scotty, came on stage. He stayed on for about an hour, talking about old Trek, his appearance on ST-TNG this week, his upcoming movie, The Last Polar, and all the things that he likes and dislikes (sexual fan questions). Thank God there wasn’t the real die-hard trekkie that watches every episode a few thousand times and ask questions like, “Remember the episode when Scotty did a few things and then he had to open a safe on Planet X? What was the combination?”

Afterwards, I had a brief chat with him—nothing profound, just shooting the breeze. He’s really cool—kind of like the nice grandpa you always wanted.

I was hoping to come back with some really juicy info, but I guess all I came away with was a good time, an autographed picture of Jimny Doohan, and a desire to go to a better convention. Maybe next time.

Oh, I did get a rumor that has yet to be substantiated by anyone at Paramount. Star Trek 7 is in the works, at least the script is. I wonder what trouble the real Admiraal Kirk is going to get into? Hmmm...
As seen in the yearbook, Janet Jaramillo is sponsored by Sigma Delta Phi. Vote for her. She has been on the ISC, the Greek Council, the "Walls Quarterly and, of course, The Montclarion; She is the Secretary of the SGA, is kind to children and small animals, has very long brown hair, is a serious crime. came to MSC by way of this fad, in her hairstyle, is loved by people who are you. She's pretty good, owes no fines to Sprague Library, is not visibly tattooed, recycles, can drink her weight in warm sodas, parks between the painted lines, has been known to help students prepare for exams, refused to be swept up in the Conner look-alike fad, and truly would like to represent our College as best as she possibly can. Vote for her. She has been elected twice three times a day when possible, never forgets a birthday, has EVERY line of the "arty" line, wears socks, doesn't take drugs, spazes in life after death, refuses to wear big hats to movie theaters, has never been surgically altered, supports alcohol in the Rat, aced chemistry, detests Vanilla Ice and can whistle while humming. Vote for her.

When you choose, choose wisely.

JANET
for
QUEEN
SPONSORED
by SIGMA DELTA PHI

Score High on the G.R.E., L.S.A.T., G.M.A.T.
TEST SMART
1-800-THE EXAM  •  (1-800-843-3926)

Fill the correct Box:
Which course has what it takes to get you into Graduate, Business or Law School of your choice?
A) Test Smart  B) Princeton Review  C) Kaplan

If your answer was "A" call us and find out why TEST SMART has the answers!
Classes for next exam begin in Mid-October

HOT! HOT! HOT!
See You On The Beach
SPRING BREAK 1993
with CAMPUS GET-AWAYS
CALL NOW TO BE A REP AND EARN A FREE TRIP

1-800-2-CANCUN

Perm + Body Wave SPECIAL with Karen $4000 includes haircut.

Call for APP: 744-3134
Tues-Sat 10-6

Bring in this ad!
Located at 102A Watchung Ave., Montclair
Exp. Jan. 30, 1993
Theta Kappa Chi Xi Class- Good luck! Stick with it. Have strength in pledgeging in sisterhood. Love, Laura #72

Ivet, I'm glad we met in history class. We should eat lunch more often and probably go out sometime. Love, Casanot

Thank you for being so con cerned, the bra was found! Love, Sharon

Shannon- Don't trip! Because this is Jumpro High! Your "Yo Brooklyn" buddy? (Lois)

For the female who wrote the Wanted Ad for the guy in last week's personals, you haven't met nothing until you meet me. Casanot

Dean Winter Reynolds - Brokered assistants wanted. Much Telemarketing involved; M/F; $5 per hour to start; plus bonus. Flexible hours; call Kevin Fay at 785-4267.

$200 - $500 Weekly

Assembled products at home. Easy! No selling. You're paid direct. Fully Guaranteed. FREE Information 24 Hour Hotline. 801-379-2900 Copyright NJ11KDH

Thea Kappa Chi Xi Class- I'm so glad you're pledgeing. Don't worry, you can handle it. I'll always be here for you. Lots of luck! Love, your roomie and future brother, Sharon

Andrea K. (Sigma pledge)- You're doing great! Keep up the good work! Love, your secret sister Lizzard- I'm glad I signed you up too. You're the greatest. Love, Prima

Scottos- You're the best, feel better. Love, you, Prima

D-Bh E is #1. I love you guys. Love, A.H.

Casanot and Bleeker- The two guys with the sexiest butts. We hope you keep them looking good till the Spring Semester so we can keep our eyes on them. Love you, Sexy Brenda, Tanya and Kim

To Delta Xi Delta- #9. You were right that Tuesday. I should have just called him a scumbag and never, never let him talk to you! Your support means the world to me. Love and sisterhood Delta Xi Delta #6

The scratched one- If a certain kitten that still knows how to scratch isn't getting wet kisses, then I guess you haven't been scratched enough! Meow

To Theta Kappa Chi Xi pledge class- Good luck girls. Strength in Sisterhood rules! Love, #79

To all Senators who were present at the Sigma House on 10/392- I'd like to take this opportunity to give you all a warm thank you for not setting our house on fire and for coming through with the beer. It wasn't that out of control.

To Theta Kappa Chi Xi pledge class of AIX! You can do it! Melissa (AIX) #119

To the officers of Sigma Delta Phi- Thank you for not setting our house on fire and for coming through with the beer. It wasn't that out of control.

To the sisters of Sigma Delta Phi who attended the Mixer. Thanks, we had a really great time. To the others: "Kopabupushlagh!" This means "Pin off" in Yiddish Senate

To Tricia (AXI) #119- Go drunk driving on Friday night! Love, Mel (AXI) #115

To Randi- Your eyelashes are so long and so cool too. Love, Lois

Janice it's very big of you to be my Big I am your Little Lois. To the Best Littles ever- Niyati and Lisa (AD)- I love you guys! Love, Your Big Melissa #115

Good luck iota class of D-Phi-E. You guys are awesome. AHZ

To Chrissy, Nice Skirt, I'll try not to lift it up as much, Kevin

Thanks for stealing my antenna. Thanks for being a good friend. Love, your Big Sister, #79

To the Frivolous female Geraldine- Thank you so much for your presence today. 10/7/92 True Confessions? Kev and I have just missed your smiling face. You made our Yom Kippur...

Celia- Did you find your social notebook? Concerned-Dan Front Desk.

To Lois- Miss you at the Student Center. Stop by and visit. PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE...Dan

To "The Plumber" (A.K.A. #3) I treasure you. Love your future wife, Joe R.M. 210Freeman I am passionately in love with you. Please, take pity and sleep with me!

Maryann- Ouch. Does your hand still hurt? No comment.

Heleene-Innocent as a Nun-From Hell!!!! Love you

Emily- Oh, you are a virgin. How do you explain the ten guys in the closet? Em

Lori S. I am really sorry, there is no excuse and it won't ever happen again! Ilorea

Katrina, Heather and Liz (AXI)- I was thinking about the present and then I said, "Hey, it's in the past now?" Carrie

AIX-Carm and Rachel- Sorry I was belting out "It Must Have Been Love" on the way home from Sigma Pi. Love, Pat Kelly

Kelly (SDT)- Thanks for not brushing your teeth! Love, Neen

Good luck to the Omicron pledge class of AXI! You can do it! Love, Melissa-Assistant Dean

LAURIE IBAN for Homecoming queen...

Dana, I'm glad you're back! Love, Your Little AH #100

Stacy D-XI-D, Please don't fail this Thursday!!! Love, Piedad D-XI-D

???, Did you ever get that bra back?? ???

Brian (ZBT)- You look cute as a Mexican! You can make me margaritas anytime! I love you!!! Tina

Amazon R.A. in Freeman Go find another jungle to swing in. Signed, no fan of yours.

Tomato-Good luck with the Greek Goddess

Hey Baby doll, Iloves ya. You did good handling the Bear. Can't wait for the Hoboken weekend.

Tiff- How much really is 8 ounces of milk? The witch

Ariel-Acquaintances come and go, but best friends are forever! Love, You, Flounder

Amy (phi Sig pledge)- I am so happy that you are my little! Can't wait till Thursday night! Welcome to the family! Love, Your Big Sister

Chris- Life is a Highway...it's an adventure being your roommate. Love, Steph

Tommy T. (D-Chi)- Congratulations on Japan! At least you're already used to short people (i.e. me). Love, Jockey

Theta Pledge- Keep up the good work and stick together.

Jill, Jill, Jill, (Theta)- I had an awesome time Saturday. Let's go garbage picking again soon.

Home Depot- The place to be.

Jeff's (D-Chi)- Where have you been? I miss you and your buns.

SUBMIT-4 WALLS-Oct. 12
COMICS

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

CROSSWORD PUZZLE

ACROSS
1. Luke of "Star Wars" (2 wds.)
2. Elegant
3. Nickname for Syracuse Univ.
4. Place of sacrifice (2 wds.)
5. Opera by Puccini
6. Turkish title
7. Deep involvement
8. Punk rock band
9. Exiles
10. Verdi opera
11. Pitcher's statistic
12. Famous volcano
13. Attorney (abbr.)
15. Famous volcano
16. Hundred years (abbr.)
17. Part of e=mc²
18. Economics abbreviation
19. Parody
20. Parody
21. French crossing
22. French crossing
23. Official language of Cambodia
24. Where San'a is
25. Nature
26. Nature
27. Nature
28. Nature
29. Nature
30. Nature
31. Nature
32. Nature
33. Nature
34. Nature
35. Nature
36. Nature
37. Nature
38. Nature
39. Nature
40. Nature
41. Nature
42. Nature
43. Nature
44. Nature
45. Nature
46. Kennedy and Damon
47. Tennis replay
48. Blank or Jungfrau
49. 0 in Pokémon
50. Bullfight cry
51. Actress Perrine
52. "... partridge in a tree"
53. Opposite of syn.
54. Basket makers
55. Legal ownership
56. Prefix: wind
57. Opposite of clergy
58. Ballet movement
59. Prefix: wind
60. Ballet movement
61. Prefix: wind
62. Ballet movement
63. Ballet movement
64. Ballet movement
65. Ballet movement
66. Ballet movement
67. Ballet movement
68. Ballet movement
69. Ballet movement

DOWN
1. French crossing
2. Official language of Cambodia
3. Where San'a is
4. Misfortune
5. Shameless
6. Sarcophagus
7. Type of shirt
8. Trip
9. Prestige, as a service
10. Site
11. Include socially
12. In pieces
13. In pieces
14. In pieces
15. In pieces
16. In pieces
17. In pieces
18. In pieces
19. In pieces
20. In pieces
21. In pieces
22. In pieces
23. In pieces
24. In pieces
25. In pieces
26. In pieces
27. In pieces
28. In pieces
29. In pieces
30. In pieces
31. In pieces
32. In pieces
33. In pieces
34. In pieces
35. In pieces
36. In pieces
37. In pieces
38. In pieces
39. In pieces
40. In pieces
41. In pieces
42. In pieces
43. In pieces
44. In pieces
45. In pieces
46. In pieces
47. In pieces
48. In pieces
49. In pieces
50. In pieces
51. In pieces
52. In pieces
53. In pieces
54. In pieces
55. In pieces
56. In pieces
57. In pieces
58. In pieces
59. In pieces
60. In pieces

ANSWERS TO THIS WEEK'S PUZZLE

...
Calvin and Hobbes by Bill Watterson

**Calvin and Hobbes**

SUSIE, DO YOU WANT TO TRADE CAPTAIN NAPALM BUBBLE GUM CARDS?

**Calvin and Hobbes**

I DON'T COLLECT CAPTAIN NAPALM BUBBLE GUM CARDS.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

I MUST BE DOOMED TO DO NOTHING THE WHOLE DAY.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

I LOVE RECESS.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

TWO MINUTES AGO, I WAS EATING A BLOODY HAM, CHOCOLATE MILK, GRAPES, AND ICE CREAM.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

I DON'T COLLECT CAPTAIN NAPALM BUBBLE GUM CARDS.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

IT MIGHT BE DEPRESSING TO GO THROUGH LIFE WITH NO PURPOSE.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

I DON'T COLLECT CAPTAIN NAPALM BUBBLE GUM CARDS.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

IT TAKES ME MORE THAN ONE RECESS TO WEAR MYSELF INTO A STATE OF SUBMISSION.

**Calvin and Hobbes**

IT MUST BE DEPRESSING TO GO THROUGH LIFE WITH NO PURPOSE.

**Calvin and Hobbes**
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IT TAKES ME MORE THAN ONE RECESS TO WEAR MYSELF INTO A STATE OF SUBMISSION.
Walker sets rushing mark and is thankful for chance

by Michael Frasco

With his ability to run, catch and block with equal effectiveness, MSC tailback John Walker possesses a combination of skills that have made him a truly special football player over the last three years at MSC.

Throughout his football career, he has utilized each of these skills to etch his name on the pages of the MSC record books. In Saturday night's 27-7 victory against Ramapo College in the 14th Annual Pride Bowl, his 151 yards rushing gave him 3,109 yards, breaking Leroy Hom's old standard of 2,942 yards set in 1987.

Two weeks earlier, in a loss to Ithaca College, Walker set the all-time record for carries when he ran the ball for the 592nd time, breaking Hom's record of 591 carries for a career.

His 4,040 all-purpose yards already place him atop that category as well. The 5'9" senior broke the mark of 3,079, set by Ed Chavis for a career.

Modest Bucci excited over soccer team's outlook

by Michael Frasco

Dominick Bucci knew what he was doing when he transferred to MSC from Montclair High School.

"The junior from Edison, by way of St. Benedict's, has enjoyed a great deal of success in his two-plus seasons on the MSC soccer field," Currenty, Bucci is an All-American candidate on this year's 7-3 squad. Bucci is a major reason for the Red Hawks' success this year.

Not only is he talented, but he's also modest. He feels that he is just a part of the team. Others might say otherwise.

Bucci is considered one of the top swipers in Division III, and was named an All-American in 1991. He was also MSC's Defensive MVP last year.

Head coach Rob Chesney knows how important Bucci is to the Red Hawks program. "Dom leads our defense from the back," said the second-year head coach. "Bucci has been playing soccer since he was five years old and says the game has just come naturally to me."

Bucci, a two-time high school All-American, believes this year's squad can go very far. "We're healthy now and we're really putting things together. I like our chances," said Bucci.

Volleyball looks to salvage season with late charge

by Nicole Festa

MSC volleyball fans were hoping that the NJAC matchup with William Paterson might ignite a long awaited winning spark for the winless Red Hawks. However, their hopes were diminished when the Red Hawks dropped yet another game to add to their accumulating loss column. Although they played an inspirational first match, just getting nudged by the score of 16-14, their zest seemed to disappear the last two. They were dominated by William Paterson in both matches, and lost both of them by a disappointing score of 15-3, 15-6.

The bright outlook of a successful volleyball season seems to have become dimmer each week for the Red Hawks. Although there has been tremendous improvement throughout the season, it is not enough of a consolation to worthy of hope. However, they still have a few big games left. A win at any one of these games could bring a huge moral and confident boost to the team. Three of these remaining games are with fellow NJAC competitors. They will face Rutgers Newark on Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. at Panzer Gymnasium; Ramapo on Tuesday, Oct. 17 at 7 p.m. at Ramapo, and finally, Kean on Tuesday, Oct. 27 at 7 p.m. at Panzer Gymnasium. Keen will be the last home game for the volleyball team this 92 season. Hopefully, the Red Hawks can bounce back and win some games to finish out their season.
Where have you gone Joe DiMaggio?

Another painful season has gone by for Yankee fans. For the fourth season in a row, the Bronx Bombers had a losing season.

The New York Yankees have the richest tradition in baseball. That tradition includes 20 members of the Hall of Fame, 29 American League Championships, and 19 World Championships. In addition, some of the game's greatest legends have been Yankees.

Attendance at Yankee Stadium and overall fan interest are down. The fans are frustrated. Are the days of winning divisions, pennants, and World Series just a distant memory? Probably not. Although the Bombers had a losing season, they made strides in the right direction in 1992.

Signing Buck Showalter to a three-year contract over the summer was definitely a wise move. Showalter is a player's manager. He deals with his players on a personal level. He lets players know what their roles are. If you think these aren't important qualities in a manager, go check the unemployment line, and I'm sure you'll find Stump Merrill. The Stump wasn't a bad buy, but he was definitely not a communicator.

While Showalter is a positive voice for '93, pitching is not. For nearly 10 seasons, starting pitching has been a Yankee sore spot. That should change during the off-season.

General Manager Gene Michael seems to have his heart set on getting California left-hander Jim Abbott. However, how much is Abbott going to cost the Yankees?

Also, the Yankees will probably test the free agent market for pitching. Did somebody say David Cone? Aside from Cone, there are several attractive pitchers on the market, including: Greg Maddux, Greg Swindell, John Smiley, and Doug Drabek. However, the Yankees might already have a nameplate for Cone's locker in the club house.

The starting pitching may not be as far from formidable as some think. Melido Perez had an excellent season, although you can't tell from his record. Rookie right-handers Sam Militello and Bob Wickbold also showed promise during the second half of the season. Closer Steve Farr again quietly had another impressive year.

The addition of one or possibly two big-name starters would make the Yankee's staff one of baseball's best.

Offensively, the Yankees are very solid. They have a productive lineup, but it looks like it is going to be tampered with in the off-season. Danny Tartabull figures to be left unprotected in the November expansion draft and Mel Hall isn't in the team's plans for '93. The Yanks could get stung if either Florida or Colorado decides to pay the remainder of Tartabull's $25 million contract.

Thus, Plan B. Lose Tartabull to expansion and sign possibly the game's best player, Pittsburgh outfielder Barry Bonds. The word is that Bonds wants to play in San Diego, but George is coming back. That means money will not be an object. Money talks, you know the rest of the saying.

Roberto Kelly may not be part of the team's plans for '93 either. After a disappointing '92 campaign, Kelly is more likely to be for pitching. The rest of the team figures to remain the same, other than expansion draft losses.

With changes in personnel and some luck, maybe the Yankees will be contenders again in '93. Hey, they might even win the division. They might even win the league championship. Then, they could win the World Series.

Calling the shots...

Where have you gone Joe DiMaggio?

Should Magic Johnson play basketball in the NBA this season? Why shouldn't he? He proved in the Olympics that he can still play at the level he always has. He's up to playing weight and he wants to play. If anyone in the league doesn't want to play with him because he is HIV positive, then that player should either read a pamphlet or find another job. Otherwise play ball and be quiet...! Hope Net fans aren't too distraught about the loss of forward Terry Mills to the Pion-

N.F.L. Picks: Week 6

George Calle, Managing Editor:

1. x-N.Y. Giants -7 over Phoenix. Two in a row?
2. N.Y. Jets -2 1/2 over x-Indianapolis. I know, I know. Bettin' the Jets.
3. Philadelphia over x-Kansas City in a pick 'em.
4. x-Miami -7 over Atlanta. Must you ask?
5. Pittsburgh -2 1/2 over x-Cleveland. Had to pick a fifth game.

Rob Campos, Editor-in-Chief of the Anarchist Syndicate:

1. x-N.Y. Giants -7 over Phoenix. I hope, again.
2. N.Y. Jets -2 1/2 over x-Indianapolis. Why the hell not?
3. Atlanta +7 over x-Miami. I don't care what the Dolphins did to Buffalo.
5. x-Dallas -1 1/2 over x-Cleveland. Cowboys have the cheerleader advantage.

Keith A. Idec, Sports Editor:

1. Phoenix +7 over x-N.Y. Giants. Are the Cards for real after beating the Redskins. No, but take the points.
2. N.Y. Jets -2 1/2 over x-Indianapolis. Nagle and Co. should overcome and improved Colt "D."
3. Philadelphia over x-Kansas City in a pick 'em. Even on the road, the Eagles are too tough on both sides of the ball.
4. x-Miami -7 over Atlanta. Lethal offense and solid "D" keeps Dolphins' loss column empty.
5. Pittsburgh -2 1/2 over x-Cleveland. Browns' quarterback situation is an ugly one.

Kevin Schweebel, Prophet Billig:

1. x-N.Y. Giants -7 over Phoenix. I have no shame.
2. x-Indianapolis +2 1/2 over x-N.Y. Jets. One win does not make a season.
3. x-Seattle +15 1/2 over x-Dallas. If the Eagles have a heart, they will lose.
4. x-Kansas City over Philadelphia in a pick 'em. A close call, but Eagles are due for a loss.

Bob Wintemute, Managing Editor of the Anarchist Syndicate:

1. Phoenix +7 over x-N.Y. Giants. The Giants continue their slow slide into mediocrity.
2. x-Indianapolis +2 1/2 over x-N.Y. Jets. Cmon, they can beat the Colts, can't they?
3. x-Seattle +15 1/2 over x-Dallas. If the Eagles have a heart, they will lose.
4. x-Pittsburgh -2 1/2 over x-Cleveland. The Steelers will win the AFC Central.
5. x-Miami -7 over Atlanta. Marino and Shula are both due for a title shot.

x-denotes home team

M.S.C. Sports Schedule

Thursday, Oct. 8:

Women's soccer (away) vs. Marist College, 4 p.m.

Friday, Oct. 9:

Field hockey (away) vs. Lock Haven, 4 p.m.

Men's soccer (home) vs. King's Point, 8 p.m.

Saturday, Oct. 10:

Field hockey (away) vs. Cortland, 1 p.m.

Football (away) vs. Lock Haven, 2 p.m.

Women's soccer (away) vs. Manhattan, 4 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 14:

Men's soccer (home) vs. St. John's, 4 p.m.

Women's tennis (away) vs. FDU-Florham, 3 p.m.

Women's tennis (away) vs. Rowan, 12 p.m.

Tuesday, Oct. 13:

M.S.C. Sports Schedule

Football (home) vs. William Penn, 8 p.m.

Volleyball (home) vs. Rutgers, 7 p.m.

Women's tennis (away) vs. NJIT, 3 p.m.

Wednesday, Oct. 14:

Women's tennis (home) vs. FDU-Florham, 3 p.m.

Women's tennis (away) vs. Rowan, 12 p.m.
Red Hawks regain their "pride," beat Ramapo 27-7

by Michael Frasco

The Red Hawks made it 10-0 in the second quarter when Mattress' 100-yard kickoff return gave MSC the ball at the Roadrunners' 23. Six plays later, Rubenetti nailed a 41-yard field goal, at 8:44 of the first quarter, to give MSC a 3-0 lead. Ramapo put together a drive in its next possession, getting to the MSC 12-yard line. During the drive, quarterback Jim Jugan injured the pinky on his throwing hand, on a six yard keeper. After a time out, freshman Greg Marco replaced Jugan.

However, two plays later, Marco was sacked by Kaes for an 11-yard loss. After a delay-of-game penalty against Ramapo, Marco dropped again, this time noseguard Larry Thompson for an eight-yard loss to close out the first quarter.

The Red Hawks made it 10-0 late in the first half, on a 36-yard touchdown strike from quarterback Steve Banas to wide receiver Tyrone Rolls. Walker ran six consecutive times for 44-yards in the drive, with the seventh play resulting in the score, capping off the 80-yard drive.

Ramapo's lone score was set up on the ensuing kickoff, as Deon Candia raced 86-yards out of the MSC one. It was the longest runback in Pride Bowl History. On the following play, Marco scored on a keeper. Pedro Borda's kick cut the Red Hawk lead to 10-7 with 6:08 in the half.

The MSC defense, led by Thompson's seven tackles and three sacks, along with inside line­backer Daune Grade's 11 tackles, played its best game of the season. After giving up an average of over 500 total yards in the Cortland and Ithaca games, the Red Hawks held Ramapo to just 128 total yards, only 14 rushing.

Head coach Rick Giancola was pleased with his team's performance. He said, "We accomplished a major goal by playing well in the second half." Giancola attributed this turn­around to the concentration and discipline displayed by his players during the two weeks of practice. MSC had to prepare for this game. "We know we're a good team. We feel that if we take one game at a time, step by step, we will win each of the next six games," Walker said.

Red Hawk Notes…Walker earned NJAC Co-Player of the Week honors along with William Paterson tailback Al White...Thompson and Grade were named Co-Defensive players of the game…Walker also made it to the ECAC honor roll…The attendance record of 6,491 surpassed the old mark of 6,435 in 1988 against William Paterson…MSC travels to Kean College this Saturday with a 2:00 p.m. start.

Cross country's Dennis stars in N.J. College Championships

by Mark Alan Belney

This past week, the MSC Cross Country team was at the New Jersey College Championships and both the men's and women's teams turned in solid performances. The men's team, led by Wayne Dennis, nabbed a superb performance, finished sixth in a field that was headed by perennial powerhouse Seton Hall University. Sharon Lingo, who finished 30th in a field of nearly 130 competitors, led the women's team to a strong eighth place finish with Princeton University setting the pace with their first place finish.

Lindo, with a personal best of 21:56, led a women's team that performed solidly in all phases of the meet. Rhonda Westbrook ran a strong 22:20 to finish in 35th place, giving MSC a powerful one-two punch for the season. Carla Roberts, third for the MSC team with a time of 23:55. Sherrie Titus, Maria Zhukovshchina, and Kari Ransborger rounded out the field for MSC in the women's division.

The team has this week off. MSC then plays host to the Red Hawk Invitational on Oct. 17, where the team's lone appearance at home this season, unless there is a natural disaster or an act of God that would cause the schedule makers to wake up. Overall, the team is running well and a marked improvement is noticeable in both the technical and mental aspects of the athletes. With everyone healthy, this weekend will serve as a pre­paration for the upcoming weeks of

Men's soccer continues turnaround with four game winning streak

by Craig Bernosh

"The difference between a successful team and others is not a lack of talent, not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack of will."

These words are those of legendary coach Vince Lombardi. They are written on the wall of the MSC soccer team's locker room as a reminder about the kind of effort coach Chesney desires from his players. It was the strong turnaround with four game winning streak that tops the old record of 3-1. In solid performances. The men's and women's teams turned in solid performances. The men's and women's teams turned in solid performances. The men's and women's teams turned

Rhonda Westbrook ran a strong 22:20 to finish in 35th place, giving MSC a powerful one-two punch for the season. Carla Roberts, third for the MSC team with a time of 23:55. Sherrie Titus, Maria Zhukovshchina, and Kari Ransborger rounded out the field for MSC in the women's division.

Women's soccer continues turnaround with four game winning streak

by Craig Bernosh

"The difference between a successful team and others is not a lack of talent, not a lack of knowledge, but rather a lack of will."

These words are those of legendary coach Vince Lombardi. They are written on the wall of the MSC soccer team's locker room as a reminder about the kind of effort coach Chesney desires from his players. It was the strong turnaround with four game winning streak that tops the old record of 3-1. In solid performances. The men's and women's teams turned in solid performances. The men's and women's teams turned in solid performances. The men's and women's teams turned